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Remove the "Chance"

From Baking
With a Cabinet Gas
Range you never have to
depend on "Good Luck"
to make your baking
right. You can have your
oven at just the right tem-
perature just when you
need it.
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Walker Brothers Bankers

Resources over $9,000,000

All Hallows College
370 East Second South

FOR DAY PUPILS ONLY

High School Courses .

and From Third to Eight
Grades Inclusive

September 4, 1917, Opening
For Information Call Wasatch 53

SEE PEMBROKE NOW

and select your

Xmas Greeting
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LOYAL AMERICANS, THESE.

PATRIOTIC pamphlet has come to. us from somewhere, con-

taininga the utterances of several prominent citizens of German
descent. The document is as inspiring as it is timely and deserves the
widest possible circulation. These utterances express the point of
view in unmistakable fashion, as the following excerpts will evidence :

Says C. Kotzenabe : "My emotions tell me one thing at this awful
time, but my reason tells me another. As a German by birth it is a
horrible calamity that I may have to fight Germans. That is natural,
is it not? But as an American by preference, I can see no other course
open. Because of my birth and feelings beyond my control I have no
particular love for the French and less for the British. But by a
strange irony of fate I see those nations giving their blood for prin-- I

ciples which I hold dear, against the wrong principles of people I in-- ).
dividually love. It is a very unhappy paradox, but one I cannot es-

cape."
"It sickens my soul to think of this nation going forth to help de-

stroy many of whom are bound to me by ties of blood and friendship.
But it must be so. I have tried to tell myself that it is not
our affair, that we should have contented ourselves with measures of
defense and armed neutrality. But I know that is not so. The mailed
fist has been shaken under our nose before. If Prussianism triumphs
in this war the fist will continue to shake. We shall be in real peril,
and those ideas for which so much of the world's best blood has been
spilled through the centuries will be in danger of extinction."

Otto Kahn says : "This appalling conflict is not a mere
fight of one or more peoples against one or more other peoples. It
goes deeper. It sharply divides the soul and conscience of the world.
It transcends vastly the bounds of racial allegiance. In determining
one's attitude toward it, the time has gone by if it ever was when
race and blood and inherited affiliations were permitted to count.
I measure my words. They are borne out all too emphatically by the
hideous eloquence of deeds which have appalled the conscience of the
civilized world. The fight for civilization which we alhfondly
believed had been won many years ago must be fought over again.
In this sacred struggle it is now our privilege to take no mean part,
and our glory to bring sacrifices."

Judge F. W. Lehmann, one of the most prpminent German-American- s,

expresses himself in part : "Ancestry is one thing, and allegiance
is another and very different thing. The repugnance of fight-
ing one's own kindred is a natural one, but circumstances may make
such fighting unavoidable. It was so in the Civil War; is it so now.
That our soldiers and citizens of German birth and of German ancestry
may be subjected to unjust question of this loyalty is unfortunately
true. This may make their duty more difficult, more disagreeable, "

and more dangerous, but that is no reason for shirking the duty."
Franz Sigel, the son of the famous General Franz Sigel who was

exiled from Germany in 1848, expresses his Americanism in the follow-
ing manner : "If the fires of the present war will weld the many na-

tionalities in our citizenship into one great cohesive union of national-
ities, and burn away the adjectives of nationalism from 'American,'
then there will be a national profit that will more than balance the
terrible sacrifices we will be called upon to make. Where do we, the
sons of men like Franz Sigel and his companions in the struggle for
liberty, stand? If we are true to them and the ideals for which they
fought, we must stand today on the side of America and freedom


